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The Image of Fairfield

by Kathryn King

New townhouses will be built by 1988.

[Photo by Karen Haney]

New townhouses will be buil
originally planned, according to Dr. Barone, Provost. Another set of townhouses
will be built between the first set of townhouses and McAuliffe Hall.
Additional townhouses are part of the
Master plan but originally they were going
to built at a later time. The university is
making an attempt to construct them by
September 1987. If they are not ready then
they will be constructed by September
1988.
"Given the institutional needs and student
concerns the second date is nearer to original projections,' said Barone.
In the third set of townhouses each house
will have three bedrooms housing six students instead of four as they do now. Ba-

rone cited -rising construction cosBrforthe
Teason for the change in number.
He said that they are making plans to accomodate 168 students. He would like to
pull 100 students off the beach and would
like to take care of the 62 students in Julie
Hall in case the lease isn't negotiated. 28
new townhouses will be in varying clusters
depending on the land.
The land in the area behind the tower
and McAuliffe Hall will have to be cleared.
There are a lot of walls in there," said Barone. There is an underground heating system that has been abandoned for over fifty
years. "We'll be making good use of land
that was utilized for other purposes." The
plateau that McAuliffe Hall is on will have
to be expanded. Fletcher Thompson, the architects who built the other townhouses has
Continued on page 2

Freshman Orientation process begins with selections
by Ann Sullivan

The class of 1990 will have a new color
cover for their Freshmen Record, said
Jeanne Osbourne, Director of Orientation.
Osbourne said that students have shown
so much more enthusiasm this past year,
that she wanted to capture it for the incoming freshmen. So, she said, what better way
to capture spirit at Fairfield than at a Stags'
basketball game? On February 1, at the

game against Iona, a photograph will be
taken of the end student section, and this
photograph will serve as the cover for the
Freshman Record for the class of 1990. Osbourne said that she hopes to see the stands
packed with students wearing red and
white, shouting for the Stags. The photograph will be taken at half-time.
Besides this upgrading of the publication
of the Freshmen Record, the Orientation
selection process has also started. The Co-

Lease Seminar to be held
The Fairfield University Student Association will sponsor a Seminar on Leases and
Realty Practices on Tuesday, February 4,
1986, at 4:00 p.m. in the Nursing Auditorium. The objective of the seminar is to introduce students who are planning to move
off-campus to the particulars of real estate
leases. Additionally, topics concerning the
process of finding a house along with common realty practices will also be discussed
by a local real estate agent.
Tom Kushner, FUSA Director of Student
Services, is organizing the event and feels
it is worthwhile and important endeavor.
"Students moving to the beach may not be
aware of many circumstances inherent in
renting a house. This forum will give them
an opportunity to have some questions an-

swered along with increasing awareness of
their rights," explained Kushner.
Kushner added, "We are encouraging existing off-campus borders to attend to have
their questions as a result of some real-life
experiences answered."
Senior Mary Duffy, a resident of Lantern Point, exclaimed, "I think I would have
been in a better position of knowing my
rights had a meeting like this been held last
year. Just knowing a little more than one
normally knows would have eased my mind
a bit.!"
"I may stay here in Fairfield county after
graduation, knowing something about real
estate practices will provide me with releContinued on page 2

Senior Week Co-Chairs picked
by Jeanne Burke

Plans for Senior Week '86 got under way
this week with the selection of juniors Tim
Martin and Jeannine Carolan as Co-chairs.
According to Kim Hale, Assistant Director of the Campus Center, there were seventeen applicants for the two spots. Hale and
three graduate assistants chose seven candidates to interview. Applicants were
judged in terms of leadership experience
and the amount of time they were willing
and able to devote to planning Senior Week.
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Hale said that the selection committee
agreed unanimously on Carolan and Martin,and that it was only by coincidence that
there is one male Co-chair and one female
one, although this has been done deliberately in the past.
The Co-chairs will be meeting with Hale
and the grad assistants this week and working closely with them for the rest of the
semester. Their next task is to choose Subchairs to run the events. The number of Subchairs for this year hasn't been determined
yet; last year there were twenty-eight.
Those who applied for Co-chair positions
and weren't chosen will be given first consideration for Sub-chair spots.
Committee members, who will be working during Senior Week (May 14-17), as
well as at graduation itself, will be chosen
by February 14. Co-chair Jeannine Carolan said that she'll be looking for juniors
who show team work and enthusiasm, and
who are willing to work. She hopes to make
this Senior Week stand out by "giving it personality."

Chairs will be announced on February 3,
and the deadline was January 20. The CoChairs will be one female and one male,
chosen from seven females and five males.
Osbourne said that this position is one of
longevity, so she is intersted in two individuals that show patience, commitment
to die University, high energy and plenty
of enthusiasm.
The deadline for Sub-Chairs is February
10, not February 20, as was incorrectly
printed on the Orientation 1986 Selection
Information posters. Osbourne said that in
this position there is less emphasis on
leadership, people with long term energy
are needed. Sub-Chairs will be announced
on February 19.
Committee selection begins on April 3.

People who are willing to take on less
glamorous jobs and serve the freshmen
class with energy are needed for committee work.
O. A.s are needed to present the University to the new freshmen class. These people should be more scholastically oriented,
and willing to expose themselves to the
freshmen. They should like the school, for
both it's good and bad qualities. O. A. selection begins on March 3.
Osbourne is very excited about Orientation, and believes that the success of Orientation will continue. One-third of this year's
sophomore class will be involved in Orientation, and everyone is encouraged to become a part of it.

Fans follow Stags to NYC
by Kathryn King

Buses filled with 675 Fairfield University students lined up outside Madison
Square Garden on Saturday. Fifteen busloads of students left Saturday to go to the
Fairfield versus Holy Cross basketball
game.
Originally, only three buses were scheduled to go to the game, according to Patti
Potuznik, cabinet member for Sports and
Leisure. Tickets at five dollars a piece were
sold for an hour on Monday but sold out

in ten minutes on Tuesday. By Wednesday,
seven buses were sold out. In a cabinet
meeting it was decided to go from nine to
fifteen buses.
"This is the largest number of buses that
have gone" to an away Fairfield game, said
Potuznik. The school had to go to outside
bus companies to get all the buses needed.
The buses left at 10:45 a.m. from the
school and left New York at 9:00 p.m. The
students cheered the Stags on to a 74 to 61
victory. Tm glad it's something that's bringing the campus together," said Potuznik.

Jenine Carolan and Tim Martin were chosen for Senior Week co-chairs.
[Photo by Karen Haney]
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McCarthyism discussed
by Denise Murphy

A large crowd of both students and
professors gathered in the School of Nursing Auditorium on Thursday afternoon
January 23, to hear Walter Schneir speak
on the topic of "McCarthyism and AntiCommunism in the 1950's". The lecture was
sponsored by the Honors Program, a seminar course for juniors and seniors which
will be examining Vietnam this semester.
Dr. Alan Katz, Politics professor and
coordinator of the lecture series, introduced
Schneir by making clear the fact that the
50's were not the carefree times that have
been depicted in television's Happy Days.
They were characterized by a great deal
more than Fats Domino's music and bobbie socks.He remarked that this dark era
in America's past unfortunately culminated in the unjust execution of the
Rosenburgs.
Scheir described the period as one of
"enormous heightening " which had developed from a variety of factors. The mentality sprouted from such sources as the

New member on board
E. Gerald Corrigank, president and chief
executive officer of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, has been elected to the
board of trustees of Fairfield University,
it was announced by L. William Miles,
chairman of the board.
He was previously president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis; special
assistant to Paul Volcker, chairman of the
board of governors of the Federal Reserve
System and executive assistant at the Insti-

tute for Urban Studies at Fordham
University.
A native of Waterbury and now a resident of Bronxville, NY, Corrigan earned
a bachelor of social science degree in economics from Fairfield University in 1963
and a master of arts and doctor of
philosophy from Fordham.
He has also maintained his interest in education as a trustee of MacAlester College
and the Joint Council on Economic Education, New York.

Violence on campus
by Stephen J. Humes

A symposium will be held on Campus
next Wednesday sponsored by the university's Faith and Justice Committee. The subject of the discussion deals with violence
on campus, said an administrative member
of the committee.
James D. Fitzpatrick, Dean of University Activities, is coordinating the symposium as well as representing the
administrative sector of the university com-

Boos
A serious boo to the violent destruction
of the phone booth in Campion.. .there is
nothing funny about damaging property in
the dormatories. Boos to the Recplex renovation project which had to start when we
got back to school... and by the way, boo
to the water fountain which remains broken
after all these months located outside the
racquet ball courts.. .what are you trying
to do?... kill us? Boos to hassles with jerky
roommates.. vou know, the kind that make
you want to quit school and move back
home... Boos to the administrative mismanagement which resulted in two groups
trying to meet in the same room in the Bannow 3rd floor faculty lounge on Monday
night... the Mirror had to hold its regular
meeting (which had been in that lounge for
years) on the steps leading to Bannow's
fourth floor (bet you didn't know Bannow
even had a fourth floor)... to the decision
not to close school due to snow on Tuesday
which resulted in at least one accident.

munity. Representatives from students,
faculty and staff are also expected to speak
on subject which include dormatory
damage, and violence against people as
well.
The symposium is slated for February 5
in the Campus Center lobby at 11:40 a.m.
Each representative will speak for approximately five minutes focusing on campus
violence to physical property and personal
damage to students, faculty, staff and administration.

Cheers
We gladly cheer once again, the Stags
stomping streak... we also cheer the huge
bus caravan totalling 15 buses in all, which
hustled 700 Stag fans to the Big Apple's core
at Madison Square Garden... Cheers to
Patti Patuznik and Paul Haralson for organizing it.. . Hey these guys even made
the New York Times... Cheers to partying people this weekend.. .especially to
Mary D'Allevia her Around the World Party in'... she really knows how to let it all
hang out... and Cheers to everyone who
went to the city for the game and took the
bars by surprise... Cheers to the Bears for
winning the Super Bowl... but, on a serious note, the Cheer of the year goes to the
university's responsible decision to divest
their investments in businesses with interests in South Africa and its apartheid
system.

Congressional committee on "UnAmerican
activities", numerous FBI investigations
and the developement since WWI of Army
G-2 Intelligence. He later pointed out that
such legislation as the 1940 Smith Act, the
Internal Security Act of 1950, and the Communist Control Act adopted in 1954, added to the fervor of this age.
"It was a time in which people actually
feared for constitutional rights and wondered about permanent changes." he commented. He continued.The major themes
of America were not housing, jobs, peace
or racism, but domestic subversion."
Drawing from his own past, he explained
that when he wished to talk about leftist politics even casually, he would close the door
and speak softly. American citizens were
urged during this period to turn in their
neighbors if they suspected the slightest hint
of Communism. Schneir and his wife, coauthors of Invitation to an Inquest, were in
fact, placed on a special FBI list while conducting research for their book. In case of
a national emergency, those listed could be
taken into the custody of the state.
Fortunately, McCarthy was censured by
the Senate two years after he began his investigations. The UnAmerican Activities
Committee also lost its credibility overnight
when students who picketed on behalf of
their teachers were washed down courthouse steps.

New Director
Appointed
E. Gerald Corrigank elected to trustees

New townhpuses
Continued from page 1

already been engaged in the project.
The major reason for the change in the
original date for building the townhouses
is the proposed change in the tax laws. The
government tax laws are changing and the
university wanted to move to borrow taxexempt funds before the changes. Fairfield
usually borrows tax-exempt funds from the
Connecticut Hospitals and Educational Facilities Authority (CHEF A). If the new tax
laws are passed the amount of money
schools can borrow may be affected.
In order to borrow money for selfliquidating buildings as the townhouses the
university must show a real need. The townhouses would have to be fully occupied to
pay off the tax-exempt fund. Using last
year's data and this year's data on the townhouse demand, the university will show that
there is a need. "As far as I can see, students want them (townhouses) as soon as
they can get them," said Barone. The demand has been high for the townhouses.
The university has made a preliminary application to CHEFA and must go to the town
of Fairfield for permission to build.

Fairrield University has appointed
Lawrence F. Carroll as Director of Planned
Giving, responsible for building support for
the University through wills and bequests,
trusts, pooled income funds, insurance and
other deferred support.
He holds a Bachelor's degree from
LaSalle University, plus a Master of
Science and a certificate of advanced study
from the University of Bridgeport. He
previously taught in the Bridgeport school
system and was then Assistant Sales
Manager for New York Life Insurance
Company, Sales Manager for Wells Fargo
Alarm Services, Inc., and Corporate Sales
Representative for Chemlawn Services
Corp. Carroll is a resident of Stratford.

Lease Seminar
Continued from page 1

vant information when I start looking for
a house or an apartment," commented
Townhouse resident Rosie Federico.
The seminar will be led by two area
professionals. Robert Brennan, Esq.,
General Partner with Brennan &
McNamara, P.C., will speak and field
questions on leases. Mr. Brennan is an active member of the University community. He serves on both the Alumni Board and
the University Board of Trustees.
The other speaker will be from a local
real estate agency giving input on the practices of the realty process.

Tutoring Available through Student Services
Students who wish to be tutored should make an appointment with Linda Tribuzio at Loyola 100, Student
Services. Students will be tutored by peers who have
a proficiency in the subject tutored.

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield ID.
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Editorials
Divestiture move correct
Last week, The Mirror reported that the university's Board of Trustees
adopted a policy to divest the school's investments in companies that directly
or indirectly are involved in South Africa.
The decision was made after the topic was brought before the Board
months ago.
But the decision is no surprise, considering the events of the Fall which
featured a Bellarmine Medal Award, and three speakers on the topic of
apartheid South Africa. .
The Bellarmine Medal is awarded by the President of the university
to those who are "educators in the highest sense, those who by their humanizing example, have brought enlightment and inspiration to the world."
When the university awarded the medal to playwright Athol Fugard, it
endorsed completely that man's works against South Africa's policies of
racial segregation.
By divesting the university's interests, the school joined the list of many
other institutions which have adopted similar policies. That move speaks
for itself.
The university Board of Trustees should be commended for taking such
a strong stand against one of the most serious injustices in the world today.

F.U.S.A. update
to come this semester and for years to come.
I am very fortunate to be a part of FairThe Basketball team's success has helped field solely because of the people who are
create a renewed aspect of interest at Fair- part of it. I will work very hard in the next
field. I see the Stag's success as the "pop- three months to improve our school even
ping of the cork" that will continue to release more and to encourage others to realize that
the potential of our students that will move no one can do more improve Fairfield than
us from being a good university to a great the individual student who is ready to ununiversity. There are still many problems lease his or her potential while they are still
that must be solved, and obstacles to over- a part of our University.
Take time to find out all you can about
come, but I feel the students are now ready
to take the time to work on solving them. Fairfield. This week is an excellent time to
FUSA must continue to help students to take join the many people who have already
an active role in our school. The enormous worked hard to improve our school. If you
success of Saturday's trip to Madison remember that Fairfield Univeristy can only
Square Garden and of last Tuesday's Oper- become great with your help, then your time
ation Participation Fair are two leaps for- here will be the most enjoyable and rewarding experience you can i
ward, but they arc
by Jim English

Career Planning Center

LETTERS

WORKSHOPS
2-5-86 FDR 3:00 —Resumes
2-4-86 FDR 3:00 — Interviewing

King remains a tribute
To The Editor:
An important aspect to the celebration of
any holiday is that it remembers the person
and the time that it honors which brings
mankind to a historical consciousness making him aware of what the holiday is all
about. This holiday is Rev. Martin Luther
King's birthday of January 20th. The significance of this holiday is that it helps us
to remember the heroic actions that were
taken by an individual deeply concerned
with the poor treatment that the American
negro had to /experience. He worked hard
for there to be respect for civil human
rights. Rev. Martin Luther King as a
reformer had to endure many hardships for
there to be a change in the way that the
world regarded human life. These hardships cost Rev. Martin Luther King his life
yet his work has made the lives of others

MIRROR

Campus
Calendar
by Denise Graziano

Information for the calendar may
be submitted in writing to Box P
or to the Mirror.

Saturday
• Glee Club Concert
Gonzaga Aud. 7:30 p.m.
• Women's Basketball v. lona
Alumni Hall 5:30 p.m.
• Men's Basketball v. lona
Alumni Hall 7:30 p.m.
• Ice Hockey v. Trinity
Wonderland of Ice 8 p.m.

Sunday
Chamber Repertory Ensemble
"An Afternoon with Beethoven"
Oakroom 2:30 p.m.

much better off.
What Rev. King would have wanted is
for the world to continue the social reforms
that he had begun. With the way that he
lived, he has challenged mankind to live up
to what he did. The way that this world can
be made much better is to have each one
of us live in a way that respects the human
individual treating him with worth and dignity so that he can feel there is a definite
role and function that he can perform in society. Therefore, what Rev. Martin Luther
King showed throughout life was a sympathetic understanding of the human condition of misery and suffering. His life
remains a tribute to those who continue in
his tradition.
Signed,
Scott R. Davis

INTERNSHIPS
Attention Juniors—All Majors:
Aetna Insurance Company will be on Campus recruiting Monday Feb. 19th for their
summer internship program. Resumes will be sent to Aetna Monday Feb. 3. Applicants
must have a 3.0 or better cumulative grade point average.
Summer Internships—Interested?
Many applications dates are in January and February.
Marketing Majors:
Several excellent opportunities for paid/unpaid internships.
For more information on internships, register with Sister Therese Donnelly in Loyola 110
as soon as possible.
COMING ATTRACTIONS
Communications Fair co-sponsored by Gradcomm and Women in Communications...
February 19.. Oak Room 6:30-8:30 p.m. $5.00 for students.
Alumni Professional Nights sponsored by the Alumni Association. Listen to alums talk
about careers in: F/nance-February 25. ..
Communications—March 19... Management April 2.. .Sessions are open to all students of all majors.. Alumni House 7:00-9:00.. Refreshments will be served.
BUSINESS WEEK SEMINARS
Two career planning and job search workshops presented by Business Week...
March 25th—Oak Room at 3:30-6:00 p.m. or 7:00-9:00 p.m. Attendance at one session
is mandatory for any junior wishing placement assistance during their senior
year.. Sign up in the CPC.
For more information about career planning and placement assistance, contact the CPC
in Loyola 110 Ext. 2262.

30 Thursday

31

• SNA/C ircle K C.C. Lobby, Lunch
• Univer sity Council Meeting
Facult\ / Meeting Room 3:45 p.m.
• Faith t i Justice meeting
Banno w Faculty Lounge 7:30 p.m.
• Studer it Legislature Meeting
Faculty i Meeting Room 7:30 p.m.
• Glee C :iub Gonzaga Aud.
5:30 p m.
• Latin (■
American Studies meeting
C18 7 p.m.
• FUSA Movie Gonzaga Aud.
9 p.m. m p.m.

• FUSA "Blizzard of Bucks"
promc ition C.C. Lobby Lunch
• FUSA "Blizzard of Bucks"
Game show Oakroom 8 p.m.
• Alumr i Meeting
McEle ney Room 2 p.m.
• Intram ural Volleyball Signups
End R ec Plex 10 p.m.

Friday

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
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News Editor
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Lisa Boyne
Robin Kingston
Nancy Cusack
Robert Amoroso
Dave DeFusco
Paul Fabbri
Gareth Charter
Karen Hanev
emy Steiner
mk Locke
;g Ward

Murphy

3

Monday

• English Dept. Lecture
Nursin* 3 Aud. 3:30 p.m.
• Choral 3 Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.

4

Tuesday

•FUSA I ^residential Primary
Campii s Center All Day
•FUSA[ ^resents "Mr. Fingers"
Oakroc m 8 p.m.
• Beach Association Meeting
Nursinc 3 Aud. 4 p.m.
• Glee C ub Gonzaga Aud.
5:30 p. m.

5 Wednesday
• Sympc sium C.C. Lobby, Lunch
• Staff A 3SOC. Luncheon
Oakroc )m Noon
• FUSA Cabinet Meeting
McEler ley Room 6 p.m.
• Townhc )use Lottery
Oakroc >m 6:30 p.m.
• Choral 3 Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.
• Ice Ho skey v. Southeastern
Mass. 3 p.m.

Busim
Public Rl

Asst. Publication* 0)
Production Mana;

Towers
Faillace
nna Konwa
en Saniopictro
nne Marier
*>>' Marie Mateos
Leigh Danenberg

Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor.
Telephone - 254-40011 e\t 2533 or call us
direct—255-8802. Layout even Sunday night. Ad
deadline Friday afternoon. The Mirror is published every Thursday during the academic year,
with special editions published monthly on Mondays by The Fairfield Mirror, Inc. All rights
reserved. Copyright 1986 by the Fairfield Mirror, Inc.
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Politics
Capitol Hill:
By Robin Kingston
Do you have a lot of imagination? Do you
like gimmicks? Have a quick wit? If you
answered "yes" to any of these questions,
there may be a job for you on Capitol Hill.
Lobbyists in Washington are learning that
they need to be eye-catching to capture the
attention of Congressmen. To get their messages across, they are barraging legislators
with everything from neon socks and jeans
to peanut butter. Competition between lobbyists has always been fierce, but now the

ing For Attention

word is "the bigger and the more outlandish, the better."
When legislation to cut back on textile
and apparel imports was introduced to Congress, Capitol Hill saw some of the most
innovative antics yet. Pamela Kostmayer,
a public relations consultant sent a person
dressed as a panda bear through Congress
on behalf of the Fair Trade Council. On his
wanderings, the panda handed out jeans,
socks and bandanas imprinted with messages such as "The textile bill's got America by the seat of the pants" and "Competition

is the Fabric of America."
Those who supportedthe import cutbacks
put on their own show, however. Blue Bell
Inc. manufactured the world's largest pair
of jeans and had them delivered to the
Capitol House. The jeans weighed 165
pounds and reached four stories high.
The world's largest zipper was also made
in support of the bill. To support American industry, it was inscribed with the
phrase "Win one for the zipper," an obvious parody on the Reagonite phrase "Win
one for the Gipper."
Eye-catching tactics were also used to

fight cuts in price supports of the peanut
butter industry. Congressmen Charlie Rose
(D-North Carolina) and Larry Hopkins (RKentucky) spread 435 jars of peanut butter
on Capitol Hill.
Eventhough some of the gimmicks don't
influence Congressional decisions, others
do. The peanut butter stunt, for example,
worked to help defeat the bill. Lobbyists
contend that even if the antics don't work,
though, atleast they've caught Congress'
eye. That is the first step, they believe, in
changing Congress' mind on an issue.

Meet the Real Herb | US vs USSR Technology
ByLlsaBoyne

If Burger King thinks they may have
found the only man who hasn't easten a
Whopper, they are saddly mistaken. The
real Herb is alive and well and is living
happily knowing he is not contributing to
the $40 million national campaign. Herb
isn't a vegetarian or a victim of high blood
pressure, but an individual concerned with
health and rainforest problems connected
with Burger King's imfamous hamburgers.
Some of the reasons Herb doesn't eat
hamburgers are:
High levels of chemical antibiotics and
horomones fed to domestic cattle.
Herb thinks it's tragic to feed 16 pounds
of grain to five billion farm animals, (about
half of our nation's crop land), when there
continues to be a food shortage around the
world.
Pollutants that run from the pasture
lands, carrying pesticides, fertilizers, organic debris and minerals, adding to the

ww
WW^^B *
already polluted lakes and streams in the ' ^ ^~
By
Robin
Kingston
U.S.
In a 1985 report to Congress, the PentaOne of the most devastating effects of
Burger King's Whoppers are on Central gon reviewed 20 areas of basic technology
American tropical rainforests. Over the that are militarily important to both the U.S
past twenty-five years nearly half of Cen- and the U. S. S. R. Though it was found that
tral America's rainforests have been des- the U.S.S.R. tied the U.S. in five technotroyed by the use of cheap "instant cow logical areas, it did not lead in any of the
pastures", where the nutrient topsoil has 20 fields.
Of the fifteen areas in which the U.S.
been stripped from lavish jungle to barren
desert. The destruction of rainforests trig- leads, the report states that the only field
gers the destruction of half of our animal in which we are increasing our superiority
and plant life, the destruction of indigenous is in the computer and software industry.
U.S. superiority did not increase or
peoples and possibly the greatest natural
disaster since the mass extinction of the last decrease in eight key areas, these fields,
which will be important to watch in the fuIce Age.
Is it worth destroying our plants, animals ture for gains or losses in superiority', are
and. .atmosphere for a flame-broiled, electronic signal processing, electro-optical
shriveled-up piece of meat wittV the con- sensors, life sciences and biotechnology,
sistency^ of a Tupperware lid. The next microelectronics, productions and
time you have a late night craving for manufacturing, robotics and machine intelsometMagfest without flavor,' considerthe ligence, stealth designs and;telecommuni•■••-._,devestationyou are contributing to before cations.
The Pentagon did find,|hbwever, six
you pull into the Burger King drive thru.

BWWIBIIWIW^J

areas in which the United States is losing
its technological leads to the Soviets:
ground and aerospace propulsion, guidance
and navigation, high-strength materials, optics, radar sensing devices and submarine
detection. All six fields are critical to national defense.
There were five fields, though, in which
the U.S. was reported not to have any lead
over the Soviets. These fields are the actual weapons of war: aerodynamics and fluid
dynamics, conventional warhead designs,
lasers, nuclear warhead design and power
sources and energy storage.
Though the gap between jhe U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. is narrowing in some areas, the
report showed that the U\'S. still remains
militarily ahead of the Soviets. The report
was encouraging, bolstering confidence in
national security.
The report, though unnamed, appeared
in the'November issue of Fortune
magazine.
.-

■
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UNITED PARCEL
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WORK * S8.00/HR.

Loading/Unloading
Monday thru Friday
Female or Male
Stratford or Nbrwalk
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The complexities of the Family (or, Where is Danny?)
by Dave Rinaldi

What was the point of going through it
again. It was a damn waste of time.
Roseanne had already sent the kid away,
just like that, paid for her ticket with the
little bit of money she saved from the health
food store selling dried apricots and papaya
juice. The family meeting was a joke, a last
minute attempt to make it look like we actually had some influence over the situation. We sat in the living room where the
cigarette burns from when my father used
to smoke held my eyes captive the entire
time. Terry and Jon wrestled to break down
Roseanne's wall of silence. The truth was
that we had no influence over Roseanne.
She was the oldest by three and a half years,
and always, since I can remember, she has
shown an immense anguish at the thought
of being grouped with the rest of us. That
is, she did anything to distinguish herself.
She was spoiled by her age, she used it,
pretended to be on the outside. When Terry got a little older and started dating guys
who were better looking than anybody
Roseanne ever saw, Roseanne couldn't take
it. She had to do something to differentiate
herself, something that would indeed push
her outside, over the edge of smooth family relations. It ended up that she had
Danielle, my little niece, all by herself.
Never knew the father's name and never
cared. Lived in Colorado for the first few
years with a girlfriend and then, she turned
thirty. Suddenly Roseanne was back home
leaching off my parents here in Southport.
I drove down from New Haven to see what
was going on. Terry and Jon kept pleading
with Roseanne to tell where she had sent
the kid. I know it would be a waste of time.
My parents weren't too pleased when
Roseanne moved back. They weren't too
pleased when she had Danielle either, not
that they wanted an abortion, but they
thought she should at least look for a hardworking husband, someone who could be
a father for Danielle and maybe provide a

home. Roseanne, of course, was opposed
to the whole idea. She had found another
type of life out west. She wrote letters
almost every day and received calls from
places like Boulder every two weeks or so.
Some kind of religious group, a cult organization where people learn how to make the
most of life. I lifted my eyes from the black
cigarette stains and looked into Roseanne's
bottomless pits of dark coffee, thin rings
of yellow spun defiantly about her pupils.
She said nothing. Over and over again, she
said not one word.
Terry was upset because Danny was only
six years old. She couldn't believe Roseanne
could send a child off along to meet godknows who on the other side of the country. It was deplorable. Roseanne must have
been completely out of her mind to do it.

"What's the big secret? You know,
Roseanne, you're always pullin' shit like
this. Ever since I started seeing that guy
Michael who looked a lot like Al Pacino.
Remember that guy?"
"I don't remember," whispered
Roseanne. She held her clasped hands between her knees.
"What is so important that you have to
mislead your own family?" Terry was fixing herself some hot chocolate in the kitchen. Her voice spread across us like a single
bluc"wave, soaking all of us with an anger
that seemed inherited, thrust upon her by
the absence of my parents who were out of
town.
Terry was the next in line after Roseanne,
but really, she was the first, for, if Roseanne
was spoiled and irresponsible, then Terry

BUSY
TUIGHT?;
Or how about durin^the day or on week
ends? If you have some free time, you've got a
date with Dollar Dry Dock Savings Bank—one
of the nation's largest and most progressive
financial services organizations. We have

PART-TIME POSITIONS
Days. Nights. Weekends.
designed to suit your flexible schedule. You can put your college courses and summer job experience to profitable use
at our Westchester Operations Center—where Finance, Mortgage and Data Processing are just a few of the areas available. We'll introduce you to the stimulating world of banking at
our pleasant location, which is easy to reach by Metro North.
You'll enjoy a good salary and the rare opportunity to prepare for a future career. This is more than a part-time job—ifs
a chance to learn while you earn!
Please call our Human Resources Division for an
appointment.
v

AGNES HANLEY (914) 397-2029 or
DONNA SEBALD (212) 661-4662/4667

^►DollarDiyDock
SAVINGS BANK
Equal Opportunity Employer U/f

was considerate, and resourceful. It was
Terry who had called this family meeting,
as if we could lift a finger to help poor Danny, whom we imagined in some airplane.
Even now, as we sat in the living room,
Danny was flying way above the clouds and
drinking apple juice given to her by some
stewardess in a blue cap. What an awful
thought.
Jon was upset because he knew Terry
knew our parents would be livid if they were
here. He had a keen sense of perception;
he took all his cues from Terry.
"Terry's right Rose. You can't just expect
us to sit back like nothing's happened. I
mean, it's not right for you to be separated
from Danny. Why didn't you go with her?"
Jon was perfect. I could tell he was as
confused as I was as to why we were here,
yet, he managed to ask the only pertinent
question. Roseanne's polished face finally
scratched with annoyance. She sat back in
the couch and pulled from her big black
purse half of a string bracelet she was making for Danny. The loose ends of blue and
white trailed down her thigh and pooled
together on the cushion. She was planning
to deliver it in person. It was obvious. Her
silence meant that she would take off this
very moment had she a little more money.
She would abandon this charade in two seconds and leave forever the family she didn't
trust with the upbringing of her child. And
if Roseanne wanted to send Danny to a
school in the west, that was fine by me. As
long as it wasn't one of those places that
brainwashes people and programs them to
live exactly a certain way so that it is impossible to escape.
I felt the blood in my forearms pumping
ludicrously fast and returned my glance to
the outcast cigarette burns in the gold rug.
What was the point of going over it again?
Seriously. Roseanne had decidcdd to have
another family bring up little Danny. Small
cute Danny with the same eyes as her
mother. I began to feel conspicuous in my
own house. Terry walked in and leaned
. against the mantle over the fireplace sip-,
ping her chocolate. Roseanne worked on
the bracelet and Jon scratched his head like
an overworked mechanic wondering what
part to install next. 1 wanted to get up and
leave, but was compelled by the stains in
the rug, the leopard's skin created by my
father's poor management of a bad habit.
Finally I closed my eyes, stood up, and went
into the kitchen for something to eat.
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The importance of sti
by Paul Lakeland

Doctor Lakeland

[Photo by Karen Haney]

Why study the humanities? Why concern
ourselves with literature and philosophy and
history and religious studies, and languages
and the arts? In a college like mine, where
all the students in whatever major spend a
lot of their time studying compulsory humanities courses, and where most majors
are chosen outside the humanities, the question arises quite often. There doesn't seem
to be a very evident connection between a
career in business or the sciences, in law
and medicine, and reading about the Greeks
or hearing Keats moping over a nightingale.
And yet many schools, like Fairfield
University where I teach, make a considerable commitment to the humanities. Why
so?
In fact, during the last couple of decades,
the college humanities professor has often
felt like a late-sixties frisbee player dropped
among a crowd of Olympic athletes. Surrounded by the muscular, competitive performers of the natural and social sciences,
and the go-getting exponents of professional
education, the historian, the philosopher,
the linguist, the musician were just "alternative" wimps. As we saw it, we were surrounded by the real men and women of
business and economics and physics. Some
of us became apologetic; others arrogant.
These days, it seems, the humanities are
"in" again. Government departments and
educational experts vie with one another to
pronounce loudest and longest on the im-

portance of the study of the arts and literature and philosphy. Colleges are beefing up
their humanities programs. But if the current resurgence in the humanities is to be
anything more than an educational equivalent of hoola hoop, someone had better
figure out what real value lies hidden behind the fashions.
Librarians have a catchy slogan right
now: "libraries will get you through times
of money better than money will get you
through times of no libraries." The humanities have borrowed this logic. If your job
is likely to be humdrum, and most people,
including those in the corporate world, have
that experience, then your real life will be
elsewhere, and, so the argument runs, the
humanities will help you develop leisuretime interests. There is some truth to the
claim that the humanities help to broaden
the miiid, but in the end this is still frisbee.
To understand the true significance of the
humanities in a liberal education, we need
to give ourselves a brief history lesson.
Once upon a time, "scientia" meant
knowledge, and knowledge was a unity.
The great classical philosophers were the
great scientists and astronomers.
Mathematics and physics and astronomy
and philosophy and rhetoric all belonged
together. Take a look sometime at the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, or the writings of Isaac Newton. For so many
centuries, the world of knowledge was one,
and the educated person was in control of
all of it. Times change.
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The world got smaller; knowledge grew;
specialization was inevitable. We can't just
turn back the clock, and we can't have one
part of the original whole, the humanities,
claiming to be the whole of which it was
only ever a part. It's sheer nonsense for a
philosopher or poet to suggest that somehow there is a higher rung on the ladder
from which they or some other discipline
of the humanities look down on chemists
and sociologists. It is just as plausible to argue that exponents of the humanities abdicated their role in "scientia," as it is to claim
that scientists abandoned the humanities. Indeed, the example of Einstein should have
shown us that the humanities have no monopoly on imagination or creativity.
In,actual fact, the challenge to both humanities and sciences is much the same.
Within the whole of "scientia," there is one
real division, between what we can call
creativity and technique. The creative
thought, contrary to what many humanists
think, is not absent from the sciences, and
technique is not something that the humanities can do without. Indeed, a great deal
of what the humanities teach is pure technique, the skills of language and method,
and for that reason if for no other, there is
no need to be uppity and superior. There's
much more creativity in some laboratories
than in many classes in the humanities.
Yet the humanities do .have a value all
their own, and one which is much more important than mere preparation for valuable
use of leisure time. The humanities exist

92

to serve the creative dimension of all fields
of inquiry. The humanities teach the record
of human achievement, and hence the importance of creativity and imagination. History and philosophy and language and
religious studies can't make a person creative,but they can at least help a person to
recognize creativity. The humanities teach
people about creativity: they must then go
off .and be creative in the field of their
choice, whether that is microbiology or
sculpture, nursing or marketing.
If this is the true role of the humanities,
then it should make them humble, not snobbish. But at the same time it should make
everyone, humanists and scientists and
those in professional schools, realize that
the humanists are indispensable, not
decorative. The humanities are the foundational disciplines, not because they have
a monopoly on what is of human value, but
because they train people to recognize what
is truly of human value in any and every
field of human endeavour. What they bring
to a person is needed if there are to be advance in sciences and technology and medicine as well as the arts. They have a right
to a place in the educational experience of
every college student and on all university
programs.
Paul Lakeland teaches religious studies
at Fairfield University and is spending the
current semester as New York University's
Faculty Resources Network "scholar-inresidence."
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Arts & Entertainment
The Color Purple
by Tina Bugara

well-being. However, Celie accepts this
life of hardship. She falls in love with her
husbands lover Shug Avery (Margaret Avery), who is her first real intense love.
Shug gives Celie the support and courage
she needs to face her degrading lifestyle
and the abuse of her husband. Shug also
helps Celie to develop an awareness of her
own worth and the world of possibilities
that lie open to her. Celie's triumphant
recognition of her own identity makes possible the reuniting of all her loved ones and
adds to an inspiring ending. I would highly recommend this movie to anyone in
need of a little inspiration which is revealed
through the power of love, or is in need
of a good cry. When you leave the theatre,
you feel sort of dumbstruck, like you've
SEEN a movie.

"The Color Purple" premiered a few
weeks ago to a more than receptive audience. Alice Walker's Pulitzer Prize winning novel is vividly and exquisitely
brought to life through the brilliance of
Steven Spielberg's direction. Young comedienne Whoopi Goldberg portrays Celie,
the central character, who is emotionally
and incestually abused by her ill-tempered
father played by Adolph Caesar. Celie's
only friend is her sister Nettie (Akosua Busia), who is courted by Mister (Danny
Glover). However, her father marries
Celie off to him in an attempt to get rid
of her. Mister abuses Celie just the same.
The events that follow tear Celie and her
sister Nettie apart for a number of years,
which puts a stain on Celie's emotional

The top ten albums of 1985
by Robert Amoroso

1. New Order- Low Life -A mercurial and
almost perfect LP.
2. Phil Collins- No Jacket Required -The
Charlie Brown of rock strikes again.
3. Night Ranger- Seven Wishes -The
mainstream band who smiles through the
red tape.
4. ABC- How To Be a Zillionaire -Martin
Fry is the one hipster who aged well.
5. The Cure- The Head on the Door -

Ominous, but outstanding overall.
6. The Smiths- Meat is Murder -A shade
too pessimistic, but strong.
7. Howard Jones- Dream Into Action Absolutely no sophomore jinx here.
8. Cheap Trick- Standing on the Edge One of the sleepers of the year.
9. Talking Heads- Little Creatures Stripped down, but successful.
10. Heart- Heart -The undisputed comeback album of the year.

I figured I should explain myself after tough Ann Wilson at her aggressive best.
writing this list which many you may find These Dreams' has her more sedate, but
displeasureable. 1985 was not a good year equally effective. The rest of the record is
for records though all of the charity move- polished from start to finish courtesy of Ron
ments implemented by music gave this year Nevinson. I never proclaimed that they
a distinct impact. This was a year that would make it back, but I hoped. My hope
Michael Jackson became as likable as was fulfilled.
Clocking in at #9 is Little Creatures by
AIDS. We saw Bruce Springsteen marry
and emerge as the American folk hero.. those Talking Heads characters. I really
Prince and his popularity remain in limbo. should despise this band. I mean, they are
Madonna; toured, acted and married. She funky and generally fun, but are they necesalso, took up some magazine space. Yes, sarily substantial? D.Byrne seems obsessed
through all the pressures of our political sit- with sex and television this tune out, but
uations, music remained a pivotal part of things come together well. 'Stay Up Late'
our lives. But alas, 1985 was not a good is cool stuff for a burning heaart. 'Road to
Nowhere'1 is the essence of a song that
year for albums. •
Starting with #10,1 would venture to say should close an album. I do find the Heads
that Heart came throught in what can be to be appealing here. Yes, they made some
considered their last chance. They had a compromises (did anybody say sell out?),
horrible time economically when they but they are able to get away with it. For
toured with Kansas almost three years ago now, all is well. But how could a band from
and Columbia dropped them after their Pas- Rhode Island be this good for so long?
Cheap Trick, a "cardiac bunch of boys,
sion Works LP of 1983. Heart did get the
last laugh with this inspiring effort. The come in at #9. This hidden treasure has
scalding 'If Looks Could Kill' has the very enough raunch to admire. Robin Zander

Danny Gover and Whoopi Goldberg star in this exquisite and vivid film.
[Photo courtesy of Warner Bros. Inc 1985]

proves his voice has worn well through all
these years. Rick Neilson, the cleverest
sicko I've noticed in quite some time, also
comes up aces. 'Little Sister' is simply a
naughty adventure into sexual suppression.
The single, Tonight It's You', is full of motion and zest. I'm well aware that people
will not take Cheap Trick as a serious
group. The key is that they do not pretend
to be grandiose. I respect them for sticking
to their formula and making the catchiest
music this side of the Atlantic.
I've always dug Mr. Howard Jones,' lyrical work. I listened to him long before he
became an LIR prodigy and he hasn't lost
an ounce of his precious insight. Jones
seems to care about his fellow man while
expressing it with top-class dance musk.

I found 'Life in One Day' to be musically
insufficient, but you have some real words
of wisdom here. 'Look Mama' is the song
of the record, bar none. The seemingly simple 'Like to Get to Know You Well' appears
cliched, yet it has more depth at repeated
listenings. Fairfield Univerisity's own
Shireen Rustom reviewed this album for the
Mirror back in April and saturated Dream
Into Action with praise. She wasn't wrong.
Some may maim me for my choice for
#6. A very dark but persuasive quartet
known as The Smiths rate high because they
hit home both musically and lyrically. Their
overall tone is a bit too moody to rate them
any higher. I undoubtedly feel Morrissey
(the band's lead singer), is far more interestCerrtinued on page 9
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Interview with Little Steven
are demandingly frank. He urges Americans to "take responsibility for our government's actions because our government is
us." He continually stresses the importance
of an educated society - a society that must
take responsibility, challenge the government, and be aware of what "we" as a nation are doing to the rest of the world. How

by Silvia DeGirolamo,
Nancy Hennessy and Allison Proctor

Steven Van Zandt's name has been coming up a lot lately - in The Mirror as well
as the commercial media. Van Zandt, better known as Little Steven, is a rock performer who has caught the country's
attention due to his strong political
views.Most recently, Little Steven has
been involved as the producer and organizer of the protest anti-apartheid album Sun
City. He is one of the handful fo performers today who feels that rock music can
communicate directly with the people to ignite an awareness of our government and
it. policies.
Last month, Fairfield University students
Silvia DeGirolamo, Nancy Hennessy and
Allison Proctor had the opportunity to meet
with Little Steven in New York City to discuss his views on rock music and politics.
The meeting was precipitated by a project
for Dr. John Orman's Politics in Popular
Culture course which tries to correlate the
place of politics in American popular culture. Mr. Van Zandt had a lot to say.
His views on the American government

Fairfield University Students meet with Little Steven in NYC to discuss his views on rock
music and politics.

can Americans and college students in particular accomplish this? Van Zandt says the
first step, as simple as it may be is,read
books. He admits to not being much of a
scholar in his high school days in South
Jersey. Touring with Bruce Springsteen
and the E Street Band and later during his
er is respected because it is profound. The
Smiths make you think. It is just that realitv is a little hard to take sometimes.
Robert Smith and The Cure boys place
at #5. My standards for The Cure are very
high due to past accomplishments, so this
one comes off as (very) slightly disappointing. 'In Between Days' remains a jewel. Personal agony never sounded this good. 'Push'
has some real fine guitar playing involved.
'Close To Me' earns my respect because it
Continued on page 10

The top ten
Continued from page 8
ing than someone like Mike Stipe. Morrissey's voice is indeed haunting, but not
necessarily intangible. He lets up a bit with
'The Headmaster Ritual.' This one flows
quite freely. The title rack has some strong
words to it, yet it is handled somewhat
calmly. 'How Soon is Now?' has a more
mysterious feel. In the enti, Meat is Murd-
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own European tour, he was awakened to
the European's view of Americans. He
found that Americans have very little
credibility in Europe and are considered
the hypocrites of the world. According to
Van Zandt, the United States has the most
impact in the world and the least education.
Thus was the beginning of a long process
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of Van Zandt's reeducation which necessitated becoming throughly acquainted
with the major sources on the subject of
world politics . Van Zandt is very concerned about the apathy he has observed
on college campuses across America:
"When college students stop questioning

their parent... we're in trouble." Two
books Van Zandt strongly recommends are
Endless Enemies by Jonathon Kwitney and
Bitter Fruit by John Schlesinger about the
1954 coup in Guatamala.
Van Zandt's research directly resulted in
the release of his second LP, Voice of
America, which includes song's such as'Solidarity' and 'Los Desparacidos'. His
most current release is Sun City, a combined effort of performers representing a
broad spectrum for the music industry (Artists United Against Apartheid). Little
Steven is pleased with the success of the
album in the United States and is excited
about the attention it is receiving in South
Africa. He notes "Sun City is blowing their
cover.. .it's exposing the homeland's policy for what it is."
Obviously, Van Zandt is trying to increase political awareness the only way he
knows how - through his music. Van Zandt
is representing one voice. Maybe it's time
for us to sing along. Anyone interested in
seeing the videotaped interview should
contact the Mirror. Special thanks to
Steven Van Zandt and Jackie Lau for their
time and interest.

On Reflection
by David Wunsch

The Cars burst upon the rock scene in
1978 with their first album called very conveniently The Cars. With the release and
the success that followed, came a reputation to the town from which they hailed,
Boston, as a city where new groups could
go in search of that evefcherished record
contract. Labeled new wave, The Cars
mixed a rich keyboard sound with a heavy
driving guitar sound that pleased even the
strict rock fan.
It doesn't seem like eight years since we
heard 'Just What I Needed' that Jame. into
the charts when 'Good Times'Roll' did.
These two songs with the mix I mentioned
before became instant hits and Opened many
people's minds to a new sound. Ric Ocasek
became a mastermind for he pionered the
group to its success by writing most of the
songs on this album. He shared the vocals
On it with baasist Dave Robinson, .lead
guitarist Elliot^EastjOn^'aiii^ keyboardist
0reg Hawkes.
".-'' :
I Elliot Easton gave the'group'an incredible performance on the album with an unforgetable solo on 'Your All I Got Tonight'
and his constant leads that allow all airguitar players to revel in the playing of the
album. Greg Hawkes, one of the least
known Cars, provided a solid and somewhat intense keyboard sound highlighted

in haunting solos in 'Moving In Stereo' and
'All Mixed Up.' I personally feel that 'Moving In Stereo' deserved more recognition
than it received for it truly exemplified what
The Cars represented, that is a sort of New
Wave movement. It is a masterpiece in its
own right and should have been on the
greatist hits collection. The two big sellers
from the album, 'Just What I Needed,' and
'Good Times Roll' are not representational
of the sound' that the new music was trying
to make. Tm in Touch With Your World,'
like 'Moving In Stereo,' was a bold statement in the rather perdictable world of 1978
rock.
. .
The Cars have followed up their first album with several attempts at album making, but have not found the recipe thay lost
after their first release. It is a shame that
a group must be so harshly judged because
of first album success. They fell into a
sophomore jinx and have yet to come out
of it. Of course that have had limited success since they came out, but not one of their
other albums have blended so well as the
songs did on this one. The Cars have also
been attacked by the critics regarding their
concerts for they are not able to fit the mold
of the type of group that has to blow up the
stage 5 times just to please. By the way, The
Cars first toured with none other than The
Police who had released their first album
that year.
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already have a BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or Puerto Rico, talk to
our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.
CALL COLLECT:

Exit 21, Conn. Tpfce. Friday Night Till 9 P.M.

Luigf s Restaurant & Pizzeria
AWARD WINNING PIZZA
.-Q,

• Chicken Piccata •Lasagna
•Veal Cutlet Parmigiana
And of course, all types of
Italian pasta dishes

301 -677-5355/4076

V^i

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

«■ 11

J

. i ,i i ■' >'

—-

'• ■ - ■

!"?

170 Post Road—259-7816
FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
10% Fairfield University Discount

!
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The Top Ten Albums
Continued from page 9

magic in that song, even with its syrupy
delivery. Fry comes up with two more
killers like Tower of London' and 'Between
You and Me.' Many people see this band
as a soulless entity capable of little expression of emotion. I feel there are too many
sardonic and wise lyricals hooks that make
this record more than worthwhile. The tour
begins in March so that the party hasn't
stopped yet.
The glory boys from San Francisco called
Night Ranger rate as high as #3 I cannot
say enough about this band. I'm well aware
of all those things that you hate about them.
Bassist Jack Blades is the sly character you
wanted to hang around with in high school.

is diverse, but I'm not enthralled with the
actual song. On this Head on the Door LP,
there are some slip-ups and throw aways
(most notably, 'Screw*), but even the mighty
fall every now and then. I'm not worried
that The Cure will falter because they have
been so superb for so long.
The flash of ABC conceals their clever
and quick witted nature. This is on reason
why they arrived in the #4 slot. Martin Fry
comes up with an effort does not rival The
Lexicon of Love , but this is quite an encouraged release. I know that you know 'Be
Near Me' and you are probably bored of
its overcommercialization. Yet there is
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38 Manuscript:
abbr.
40 Antlered animal
42 Room
45 Choose
47 Transgresses
49 Heavenly body
50 Stalemates
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59 Negative
61 Mend
63 Forgive
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Cyprinoid fish
Explain
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'Faces' is the best song on the LP. Timely
guitar hooks, fine keyboard overlays, and
influential lyrics make it all happen in a very
big way. This Boy Needs to Rock' features
the scorching axeword from Brad Gilles and
Jeff Watson. 'Goodbye' is a display piece
on how the band can mix the moods while
maintaining superior quality. I know you
might state that *we've heard it all before.'
This is true. But Night Ranger does it better than anybody in the business. They have
taken the ordinary and make it extraordinary.
I didn't want to put Phil Collins as high
as #3. This is his worst album of his three
solo ventures. But Phil Collins is definitely unique in being the British charmer that
he is. One of the best songs of 1985 has to
be 'Long, Long Way To Go.' Phil Collins
singing with Sting is not a bad combination.
'Inside Out' is simplistic beauty. 'Doesn't
Anybody Stay Together Anymore' is real
poppy without being ponderous. The earnest concerns of Phil still remain. His expression is unsurpassed, and his ambition
is clearly evident. Collins has never been
as intellectually stimulating as Peter
Gabriel, but he hits home on many emotional accounts.
The big cheese and # 1 goes to the New

Order. Their Low-Life LP has enormous
appeal for those who dare. I'm sure many
of you haven't heard of them, but this is a
surprisingly folky tune that speaks for itself. The Perfect Kiss' is very smooth and
highly stylish. The inwardly spooky instrumental called 'Elegia' is a fitting offshoot
while 'Without You' stirs the brain into
agonizing submission. This band, formerly known as Joy Division, comes off as
depressing, but I vision a large degree of
hope in their ways. 'Sub-Culture' caps off
the album. Although they have kept a low
profile for so long, they are not to be ignored. They are much better than most
bands you will hear on WLIR and WVOF
for that matter. This record is not to be
skipped by. Great bands never go out of
sync.
Before you hurl tomatoes at the Arts and
Entertainment Editor of this paper, remember that this is the opinion of one person,
fve tried to open my mind enough to come
up with what I feel is the best of records
separate from each other in some way. I
personally hope that the new year will bring
us better records for a better year. All is
not well in the record business but these are
ten saving graces that at least deserve listenings if not your purchase.

Wonderous Stories
by Robert Amoroso

Jimmy Page, as reported last semester, will appear on the next Stones album called
Dirty Work .. .Yet other guests on the LP include Tom Waits, Jimmy Cliff, Parti
Scialfa, and Bobby Womack... It looks like David Lee Roth's band is set. . . Rumor
has it that the drummer will be Carmine Appiece. .. Guitarist Stevie Vai and bassist
Billy Sheehan complete the quartet... The next LP by the Ramones will be produced
by Jean Beauvoir (Disciple of Soul, Plasmatics, etc.)... Today is Phil Collins' birthday, . .He is 35.. Johnny Rotten turns 30 tomorrow.. .Hard to believe he is that
young; he's been through so much.. .On the new Lionel Richie album, Lionel will
sing a duet with Eric Clapton... No kidding... Steely Dan, if you haven't heard, are
back and will tour for the first time since their first LP almost fifteen years ago... Tony
Banks (Genesis) has wrote a song with Fish (Marillion) for the upcoming Quicksilver
soundtrack... Last week I spoke about movies sequels... Two more on tap are Alien
II and Exorcist III .. .The latest on Emerson, Lake and Powell is an album on its
way in February and the first side will be a three song concept.. .Johnny Thunders,
the rebel most noted for being in The New York Dolls, has some fine people helping
him out on his next album including Stiv Bator (The Lords of the New Church) and
Mike Monroe (ex-Hanoi Rocks)... Take heart all you girls out there because the hunky
Jon Bon Jovi has broken up with the very pretty Diane Lane... Look for a new Joe
Jackson album immediately if not sooner.. .Lately, I do not know where my head
has been because I never formally gave my congratulations (condolences?) to Melissa Campanelli and debonair David Wunsch for their editorial promotions at the Mirror ... Mike Dunn and myself were pushed up an hour early on Wednesday nights
on WVOF.. .We've gone from 9-11 p.m. to 8-10 p.m.. .Mr. Dinn's voice was intended for prime time... Pat Benatar has had a different assortment of opening
acts.. .On her West Coast leg of her tour, she had ex-Rainbow vocalist Joe Lynn
Turner open. . .Yet lately The Alarm has had the honors along the East
Coast.. .Phantom, Rocker, and Slick, a sleeper band with their hit "Men Without
Shame," have a gig at Toad's Place on February 4.. . The Stompers, that popular New
England band, will be here-due to those good people at FUSA".. .The date is Feb.
22... Please contact this publication about what you think about the new "On Reflection" column... Tempus Fugit... a gig
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Icemen win 2, but continue to struggle
by Max Mercy

If one had to chronicle the misfortunes,
mistakes and shortcomings of the Fairfield
University ice hockey team, this article
would make Gone with the Wind look like
a pamphlet. However, since this is the student newspaper and not the Boston Globe,
and since my mother once told me "if you
can't say anything nice about someone, don't
say anything at all," I will take a long hard
look to find some of the positive aspects of
Fairfield's version of the Ice Follies.
Two Wednesdays ago Fairfield got on a
bus and carried their 0-8 record to Springfield, Mass.,in hopes of defeating Western
New England College. Doc McCarthy must
have said something to the boys in the lockeroom prior to game time because as the
final second disappeared from the game
clock, the Stags had amassed an unheardof 18 goals en route to their initial victory.
In a display which made the Edmonton Oilers offense look impotent, the Stags vented 8 games' worth of frustration at the hands
of the inferior Golden Bears. Every Stag
skater except one had at least a point in the
18-6 rout. Leading the Red and White were
senior captain Tom McKeon and junior
defenseman Ron Ferrero who split a half
dozen goals evenly. Tom's second goal was
especially sweet in that it put him over the
century mark in the career points category.
Co-captain Ed Home and junior John Sheehan each had a pair of tallies while freshman backliner Mark "Beef McGowan
dished out five assists. Stag netminder
Charlie "Sand in a wet bathing suit" Bergin
earned the win between the pipes in his first
start while registering 24 saves.
That weekend the Stags plummeted to
reality in the Wesleyan Tournament by
dropping a pair of one-sided affairs. Fairfield started the tournament by playing the
host Cardinals Friday evening. Things appeared to be going well for the Stags when
on their first shot of the game, sophomore
Chris McKeon beat the Wesleyan
goaltender low stickside with a siapshot
from the face off circle to give the Stags
an early lead. However, the Stags' advantage soon evaporated as the opposition netted a pair of goals as the first twenty minutes
expired. In what is becoming customary,
the lethargic Stags faded as the game wore
on. Frank Messina poked a rebound in to

w, ch

bring the Stags within one in the second
stanza, but four unanswered goals later,
Wesleyan had a 7-2 victory and a date with
Connecticut College in the finals. Had it not
been for a superb effort on the part of rookie
goalie Don Smith (43 saves) the Stags might
have been humiliated.
However little did the Stags know that
24 hours down the road lay the humiliatimg
defeat that Smith had earlier prevented. Not
only were the Stags thoroughly thrashed by
the Assumption Greyhound, 12-4, but by
losing the night before were forced to leave
Fairfield at 3 P.M., thereby missing the
Fairfield-Fordham hoop game, which may
have been the best college basketball game
ever prayed. The tone of the game was set
amazingly early when an Assumption wing
scored 9 (yes,9) seconds into the game. By
the time the first session was over Fairfield
trailed 5-2 and was all but out of it.
McKeon.Ferrero, freshman Paul Bernardi,
and sophomore nightclub singer Johnny
Mahtes all managed to ring the twine.
Smith, whose two game save total came to
83, had to be carried from the lockeroon
onto the bus, an obvious victim of
shellshock.
Last Tuesday the Stags travelled to the
Freeport Bubble Dome in Long Island with
hopes of avenging an eary season loss to
the Redmen of St. Johns. And when Ron
Ferrero lifted the puck out of a scramble
in the crease into the top of the cage 23 seconds before the first period expired the
Stags looked to do just that. Ferrero's goal
tied the score at one, but the Stags, who
were clearly outplaying the opponents ,now
had momentum.
Period number two was played evenly
although a fluke goal by St. Johns enabled
them to take a 3-2 advantage. A Redmen
centering pass hit a Stag skate and caromed
into the net. Mark McGowam tipped in a
Ferrero siapshot for the second Stag goal.
The Stags looked to knot the contest in the
third until the inevitable collapse. St. Johns
scored at the 7:31 mark and then again 29
seconds later. Good night, Irene. Clearly
stunned, the familiar defeat cancer spread
down the bench and the Stags had dereat
11. Tom McKeon added an insignificant
shorthanded goal after the outcome had
been decided. Donnie Smith had 23 saves
in the defeat.
Had the Stags been more sucessful on the
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powerplay (2-12) the game might have been
a different story. All year long the Stags
have been plagued by an impotent powerplay and Tuesday's loss was no different.
St. Johns played well despite the losses of
Chris Mullin and Bill Wennington to
graduation.
Last Saturday the Stags collected victory number two against the Wildcats of Villanova,6-2. In order to score a goal in this
game you had to have the last name of
McKeon, be related to somebody on the
Fairfield team, or be a short skinny Italian
kid. Tom McKeon shone for the Stags with
a triumvirate of goals while sibling Chris
had one. Frank Messina, a sometime pizza
maker, assisted on all of Tom's goals while
netting a couple himself. Villanova's two
goals were scored by Brian Fitzgerald, the
brethren of Stag leftwinger Mike. Villanova clearly got the better of the Fitzgerald
offspring. Coach McCarthy offered the Villanova coach a year's supply of hockey
sticks and a trip to Nairobi to view the mating of the wildebeast, but the Villanova
mentor balked.
The Stags dispayed the intensity that had
been lacking in some of their earlier defeats.
The shot comparison was an unbelievable
72-17. The two goals scored by Nova were
the fewest the Stags had given up ion nine
games and well below the 6.4 goals against
average suffered this year by the Stags. The
goalies have given up a lot of goals this season, however, even Ken Dryden would if
his forward skaters had to ask directions to
the defense zone.
The Stags seem to play at the level of their
competiton. Well, almost. The Stags were
barely beaten by top Division III clubs Iona
and Fitchburg and were beaten in overtime
in the season's second game by division
leading Connecticut College, 2-1. However
how they turn around and lose to lowly
Skidmore is unexplainable. The Stags can
still manage to reach the .500 mark with
more than half the season to go, but with
opponents like SMU and Trinity waiting in
the wings, that appears to be just wishful
thinking.

Yerina. Ditka was sagacious when he said
after the game, "We'll have to wait a few
years to see if this team is the best ever."
But I have serious doubts whether Lombardi, Shula, Starr, or Csonka could have
ever done the Super Bowl Shuffle.

Tom Squeri,
Freshman

Favorites:
Movie: Siapshot
Book: Animal Farm
Food: Italian
Pro Sports Team: NY Jets
Pro Athlete: Joe Klecko
Musician/Group: Police
TV Show: Star Trek
Leisure Sport: Football

i—_

_.—_
Chip Simenz,
Junior

Favorites:
Movie: "The Outlaw Josey Wales
Place in the U.S.: Elkhart, Wis.
Food: Fish
Pro Sports Team: Packers
Pro Athlete: Bjorn Borg
TV Show: Honeymooners
Leisure Sport: Tennis

I

Tony George,
Senior

FRONT "END & ELECTRICAL
SPECIALISTS
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

I
I
Favorites:
Movie: Scarface
Actor: Bill Cosby
Book: Holy Bible
Pro Sports Team: NY Knicks
Pro Athlete: Oscar Robertson
Musician/Group: Luther Vandross I
TV Show: Honeymooners
Flavor of Ice Cream: Banana
.1
L.

Mike's Pizza

24 HR. TOWING & ROAD SERVICE

TAKE OUT ORDERS

|CA« CAMIM SERVICt |

Special Mikes Cafzones
or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT W/F.U.I.D.
FAIRFIELD

COMPUTER SPIN BALANCING
DISC & DRUM BRAKE SERVICE
StAlf MSHCTION SIMON « TMI7

r

I

Aeww.

Take Advantage
of our Special
Student Discounts

for breaking the 800 Meter
Freestyle record against St.
Peters, and then breaking
his own record against the
Merchant Marine.

Favorites:
Actor: Sidney Poitier
Place in the U.S.: New York
Food: Chili
Pro Sports Team: Philadephia 76'ers
ProAthlete: Julius Erving
Musician/Group: Stevie Wonder
T.V. Show: The Cosby Show
Flavor of Ice Cream: Chocolate Chip

%

isvi

Budweiser.

Charlie Butt

A.J. Wynder,
Junior

Fabbri

&
&

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
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KING OF BEERS®

Cut out these Stag Stamps
and tradt; them with
your roommate

372-7859

2405 BLACK ROCK TNPKE, FAIRFIELD

•

1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
Open Daily 11 am-11 pm,
Sunday 2 pm-11 pm
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This Week in Sports - All Games are Home

1 st/Saturday

5th/Wednesday

Women's Basketball-LADY STAGS
vs. lona, 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball-STAGS vs. lona,

Ice Hockey-STAGS vs.
Southeastern, Mass, 8 p.m. .

7:30 p.m.
Ice Hockey-STAGS vs. Trinity, 8 p.m.

Whew! The Stags' Crusade thru the MAAC continues
Holy Cross and lona are the latest victims as Stags steamroll
by Dave DeFusco

For the Stags it has been just another day
at the office. Punch in. Punch out. Business as usual. Mitch Buonaguro, who has
a blackbelt in understatement, summarizes
the Stags' good fortune, "We're a veteran
team. We've played some big games."
The Stags, since the thriller with Fordham, continue to roll.
Last Thursday F.U. dispensed with lona
with laughable ease. The Stags chewed up
and spit out an undisciplined, out of shape
Gaels squad, 80-65. Then, on Saturday,
with fifteen busloads of the same irrational
Fairfield following, the Stags churned out
a methodical, dismantling of a Crusader
squad which held a 14-10 series lead going
into the game which dates back to 19S0.
Pat Yerina continues his onslaught (22
points, 11 reb.) and was named MAAC
Player of the Week for the second time in
three weeks. Tony George (20 pts., 6 assists), after a relatively slow start, took control in the second half and pumped in 16
points. Tony had an excellent second half,"
said Buonaguro.
Coming off the trouncing of lona,
Buonaguro was concerned with a let down
against Holy Cross. "I was very worried
about this game because we only had one

day to prepare," said a relieved headcoach.
The game was close until the final few
minutes when the Stags.drawing upon their
experience and added strength and conditioning, pulled away and never looked
back. Last year the Stags wouldn't have
been as poised or disciplined down the
stretch. With Fairfield leading 55-51 and
6:42 to play, a Yerina turnaround in the
lane, a Yerina baseline drive, two George
free throws sandwiched around two Holy
Cross baskets made the score 61-53 and put
the game on ice. "In the last five to six
minutes we played excellent."
Asked if he thought the Stags would be
on top of the MAAC at this juncture,
Buonaguro replied, "Early in the year, we
were 2-3 and not a good team. Now we're
playing within our limitations. I think the
Jeff Gromos shows that scoring can be a graceful art form
[Photo by Remy Steiner]
kids believe in what we're doing."
Stag thumbnails:
avg. in the MAAC.
avg.- 3rd in the MAAC. In the 'Can't Get.
FG: 28-48 .583
In the 'Back on Track' Dept.: The Stags Enough Stats' Dept.: Rebounding MarginFT: 18-24 .750
have their best MAAC record ever.
18 games, 31.16 offense, 29.83 defense*
Rebounds: (Yerina 11)
In the 'Don't Bite the Hand that Feeds 01.33.
Assists: (Golden.Wynder 7; George 6) You' Dept.: Ffld. team FT1 (321-422, 761
In the 'Something is foul dept.': Jeff Gro- 1st in MAAC).
Wynder Gives a Helping Hand- 16
mos has fouled out of his last 4 of 6 games,
Ffld. team FG1 (422-884,4813rd in the games, 98 assists, 6.13 avg.- 1st in the
going only 8 minutes against Fordham.
MAAC.
MAAC).
'Glass Plus': Pat Yerina ripped 21 reBut What He Giveth, He Taketh Away:
Offense: 18 games, 1165 pts.- 64.72
bounds in 2 games against Fordham and avg.- 3rd in the MAAC.
17 games, 32 steals, 1.89 avg.- A.J.
Holy Cross. He's in first place with an 8.6
Defense: 18 games, 1107 points- 61.50 Wynder- 4th in the MAAC.

GRIN AND BEAR IT
by Paul Fabbri

So this is what the Patriots had waited so
many years for. Last Sunday in the Super
Bowl that wasn't,the Hollywood Bears dismantled the Patsies with brutal ease. They
did it with an effective offense and a defense
which may have no equal throughout the
ages. And in doing so, Chicago has laid a
claim to the title of the best football team.
Ever.
If there was evera team of destiny in the
annals of professional sport, the Chicago
Bears were it. The Bears are a perfect example of what a professional sports team

We Need Sportswriters
IMMEDIATELY
Contact Dave DeFusco

Kuhlmann
Resign As
Soccer Coach
Fairfield University athletic director C.
Donald Cook has announced that he has accepted the resignation of long-time soccer
mentor Jim Kuhlmann.
Kuhlmann guided the Fairfield soccer
team since its inception 24 years ago and
throughout its 18 seasons as a varsity sport.
The 1961 graduate of the University of
Bridgeport, a well-known soccer figure in
the area, decided it was time to step down
after these many years of service.
The last three years have been particularly disappointing, with records of 4-13-2
in 1983, 4-18 in 1984, and 5-17 this past
fall.

can do for a community. The breathed new
life into a downtrodden city which for so
long had come to accept defeat as the norm.
For 20 weeks, 45 athletes made the Windy
City a little warmer and gave its residents
a reason to walk tall. In one beautiful season they blotted out the memory of 23 years
of futility.
They did it with a cast of characters that
a movie producer might find implausible.
The hard-nosed, throwback coach Ditka
who combined the perfect blend of discipline and innovation. Payton, the best
running back in the history of the world who
received vindication following a career in
which he always shined despite the ineptitude which surrounded him. Fencik, the
clean cut Yale grad whose appearance provides perfect camoflague for an assassin.

McMahon, who despite his differences with
Ditka and the Commissioner made everybody realize that playing a professional
sport could be fun. And finally the Appliance, whom at the beginning of the season
mastermind defensive coordinator Buddy
Ryan called 'a wasted draft choice'. When
the Plump Lump wasn't doing commercials
or talking to Letterman, he was becoming
football's ultimate two-way weapon. William managed to make the refridgerator a
household name.
"But the best ever?", you may ask. Sure
the Packers were great and I know the Dolphins didn't lose a game. But the Bears
played two more games than those Dolphins
and their one loss came at the hands of a
very tough Miami team. And once the
playoffs started, the Bears showed how
awesome they really were. The Rams and
the Giants failed to score a point. Tony
Franklin's field goal less than two minutes
into the championship game came as a result

MAAC: BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
Women
St. Peter's
LaSalle
Holy Cross
Fairfield
Manhattan
lona
Fordham

w
5
5
4
3
1
1
0

Men
L
0
0
2
3
4
5
5

Fairfield
St. Peter's
Army
lona
LaSalle
Holy Cross
Fordham
Manhattan

W
7
5
3
4
4
3
1
0

L
0
3
2
3
4
3
5
7

of an uncharacteristic Payton fumble and'
the defense let Irving Fryar catch a>TD
pass,because he's obviously not going to
score at home. This defense held Joe Morris, Eric Dickerson, and Craig James, all;
three Pro Bowlers, to less than 100 yards,
COMBINED! What's more, Phill Simms,
Dieter Brock, Tony Eason, and Steve Grogan may never be the same again.
New England was grossly overmatched.
But so was the rest of the NFL this year.
Trying to beat the Bears with ordinary athletes this year was like trying to put out the
fire started by Mrs. O'Leary's cow with a
water pistol, fighting Ivan Drago with the
body of Scott Hayes, or rebounding against
Continued on page 11

Aaron Brown
leaves
Fairfield Hoops
Fairfield University athletic director C.
Donald Cook has announced that sophomore basketball player Aaron Brown has
left the team and the University for academic reasons.
In reviewing Brown's academic progress
Fairfield's academic officials concluded
Brown has not fulfilled the requirements of
a sophomore at the University. In consultation with Cook, head coach Mitch
Buonaguro, and the academic support service staff it was decided that Brown's academic needs would be better served by
enrolling in a junior college outside his native Detroit, an option that he will be able
to exercise.
Brown had not played a minute for Fairfield this year. In his freshman season, the
former Mumford High School star started
the first 18 games of the year and finished
the season averaging 4.5 points and 2.9 rebounds per contest.

